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➔ “Campus-based faculty-driven 
OA journals” 
➔ Institutions with around a dozen 
journals 
➔ Multiple publishing platforms 
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Institution # Reported Journals # Adjusted Journals*
Grand Valley State University 10 4
Purdue University 16 13
University of Kansas 12 6
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 8 1
University of Pittsburgh 9 24
University of South Florida 14 1
Adjusted for: ceased publications, non peer-reviewed, included student work, journals without 
content, unclear lines between on-campus and external groups, and journals that could not be 
located. 
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Online Readings in Psychology and Culture; Journal of Tourism Insights; Claritas: Journal of Dialogue and 
Culture; Journal of Applied Farm Economics; Gifted Children; Journal of Aviation Technology & Engineering; 
Journal of Human Performance in Extreme Environments; ARTL@S Bulletin; Journal of Melittology; Novitates 
Paleoentomologicae; Slavia Centralis; Central Asian; Journal Global Health; Dentistry 3000; Pittsburgh Papers 
on the European Union; SHASHI: The Journal of Japanese Business and Company History; Hungarian Cultural 
Studies; Anthropology and Aging; Timely Interventions; Dialogic Pedagogy: An International Online Journal; 
Journal of African Conflicts and Peace Studies; La Revista Surco Sur; Peace and Conflict Management Review; 
Statistics in Volcanology; Genocide Studies and Prevention: An International Journal; Alambique: Revista 
academica de ciencia ficcion y fantasia; The Foundation Review; Global Business Languages;  Journal of 
Terrestrial Observation; Education and Culture*; American Studies; EMAJ: Emerging Markets Journal; 
Pittsburgh Tax Review; International Journal of Speleology; Language Arts Journal of Michigan; Journal of 
French and Francophone Philosophy; Pennsylvania Libraries: Research and Practice; Revista Iberoamericana; 
Radical Teacher; Journal of Ecological Anthropology; CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture; Journal of 
Problem Solving; Journal of Southeast Asian American Education and Advancement; Biodiversity Informatics; 
Library Philosophy and Practice; Journal of World-Historical Information; Motivational Interviewing: Training, 
Research, Implementation, Practice; Pitt Political Review; CINEJ Cinema Journal; Excellence in Higher 
Education; Bolivian Studies Journal; Contemporaneity: Historical Presence in Visual Culture Health, Culture, 
and Society; International Journal of Telerehabilitation; Pittsburgh Journal of Environmental and Public 
Health Law; Journal of Public Transportation;  Aphra Behn Online: Interactive Journal for Women in the Arts, 
1640-1830; Numeracy: Advancing Education in Quantitative Literacy; Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai, 
Geologia; Interdisciplinary Journal of Problem-Based Learning; Slovene Linguistic Studies             
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60 titles 
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● THE directory
● 10, 450 journals
● Many partners & supporters 
● Existing global target in SFX 
● New project from ISSN International Centre
● ISSN based
● UNESCO partnered 
● Colleagued discovered via listserv 
● Well-loved, time proven directory 
● Includes OA indication 
● Multiple colleagues used to suggest journals for 
publication 
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Search Journals 
21 out of 60 selected journals 
found in DOAJ. 
39 out of 60 selected journals not 
found in DOAJ 
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Search Journals 
19 out of 60 selected journals 
found in ROAD
41 out of 60 selected journals not 
found in ROAD 
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Search Journals 
18 out of 60 selected journals 
found in DOAJ. 
17 out of 60 selected journals not 
found in Ulrichsweb
25 out of 60 selected journals 
found in Ulrichsweb with no OA 
notice
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Search Journals 
42 out of 60 selected OA journals 
not indexed in Ulrichsweb.
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Search Journals 
43 out of 60 selected journals 
not discoverable in Iowa 
State’s Discovery Layer. 
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Search Journals 
13 out of 60 selected journals 
were located in all locations. 
13 journals across 5 different 
institutions. 
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Can a user find our journals? 
Is Google good enough? Should we shoot for “good enough”?
How are we making our IR-hosted journals discoverable? 
Who does this work? What do the work flows look like? 
How can we learn from our past to inform our future?
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Data gathered 1 April - 22 April 2015 
http://figshare.com/articles/Test_Group/1394671
http://figshare.com/articles/Open_Access_Journal_Data/1394672
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